
T R E A T M E N T

Alejandro is a brilliant, yet obsessed band leader who is prone to drunken mania. Lucia, his girlfiend, 
is the one constant in his life. She is humble and devoted to Alejandro’s talent almost as much as he is. 
Though battered, she possesses a strength neither of them are aware. 

One evening while writing, Alejandro finds himself stuck in finishing what he believes his best melody. 
He flies into a fit of rage, stewed from hours of drinking and writer’s block. Returning home in the 
midst of it, Lucia takes the brunt of his violent mood. In the aftermath, Alejandro believes he’s killed 
her. Disgusted, he retreats to his night club. It is past closing, yet Alejandro seeks asylum to drown his 
remorse. Overcome by drink and cowardice, he elects to burn himself and his club to the ground in a 
wild act act of penance.

Sadly, Alejandro is unaware that three of the key players in his group are playing cards after-hours in 
the back.  He mistakenly takes them with him.

Alejandro awakens in Hell for his actions. Yet this Hell is not fire and brimstone. Instead, Alejandro’s 
Hell is a woeful facsimile of his former reality; stripped and dilapidated with true horrors edging 
through the cracks of it’s blistered veneer. He sits alone in a room bedecked only with a desk, a broken 
radio — and of course, an empty bottle. It is here The Devil finds him — though at first only in voice.

In this room, The Devil informs Alejandro that he will be permitted to indulge his creative fervor, as 
it pleases The Devil to witness a madman at work. He learns that playing is what will keep his demon 
possession at bay — as long as he alone writes music The Devil will enjoy. 

As he coerces his bandmates to help him, Alejandro finds that fending off of possession is easier than 
his friends — who as unwilling sacrifices — are falling victim to possession much faster. We witness 
their gradual, unnatural overtake as Alejandro struggles to produce music with them. This forces 
Alejandro to push himself and his players to prevent further possession. 

During respite of playing, Alejandro is left to write in his spartan room. Despite his best efforts, the 
Devil is losing interest. It is then Lucia reaches out to him through the defunct radio. She comforts 
him, assuring Alejandro she is still alive. He explains his grave dilemma. Lucia then sings to him the 
melody he worked on that fateful night. Alejandro remembers his masterpiece. We hear/see the two 
working on the piece. He at the desk, her voice on the radio. 

Alejandro finishes the song but must play it alone. His bandmates have been entirely taken at this point. 
He plays the pained melody solo, showing signs of being overtaken himself. He finishes and the Devil 
applauds; approaches. We see her in full, glorious beauty. The Devil cradles his head in comfort.

Yet in doing so The Devil reveals to him she’s watched his every move. It was she who appeared to 
Lucia, helped her contact Alejandro; helped him to remember — even finish his melody. Despite all 
his efforts to keep the demons at bay, he broke the rules from note one. The true purpose of his playing 
in Hell was only the beginning of his residency.

Each “woman” plays him from a different side; each getting what they want. Lucia, her revenge; The 
Devil her “Leader”. The final scene sees Alejandro collapse into the Devil’s embrace.

[ optional plot/character expansion ] Between performances, Alejandro wanders the disgusting avenues of his 
new locale. Various drifters and “purgatorial” shop owners converse with him, offering insight about his surroundings 
but ultimately provide little help. Each trip out provides a closer glimpse into the deeper realms of Hell.
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